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Abstract—Future business cases based on air transportation market will need applying secure information sharing and calculation that allows untrusted parties to perform computation over a data set. In this work, we have structured a secure market mechanism that is specific to conceptual airport slot trading based on secure multi-party computation. Considering the needs of a secure information sharing and slot market, we have developed a web-based portal enabling participant to see the open auctions and put their bids. To demonstrate the feasibility of such mechanism, we have utilized historical data to create a realistic market structure and interests. In the simulations, primary and secondary markets including tactical slot trade have been simulated through the Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC). Moreover, we have also performed the cost-benefit analysis through the computational effort assessing of such SMC-based auction mechanism for the realistic operational environment, provided results of these analyze, and given a detailed discussion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information sharing in air transportation systems is becoming a delicate issue, and there is a global interest in US and Europe to transform the current information handling into a highly efficient and secure system through SESAR in Europe, NextGen in the USA. The common idea behind of these programs is: efficiency can be improved only by ensuring a continuous flow of information between stakeholders involved in the operation. While some examples involving tactical information sharing such as flight intent exchange or price negotiations for slot exchange by airlines; some needs for strategical improvements, e.g. analysis of past incidents, thus of historical operational data.

To achieve this continuing flow of information involves two important aspects. First, most data in air transportation systems are considered confidential and sensitive and; hence, private - both for their commercial value and for the political or social consequences. Second, at the same time, data should be stored and processed in a safe and efficient way, which usually implies the use of a cloud-based infrastructure. This usually generates security and trust problems, as the exact location of data in the cloud is generally not known. SESAR’s System-Wide Information Management (SWIM) [16], only partially tackle these problems where SWIM allows users only to access those sets of data included in their authorization class. As a result, the idea behind this paradigm is trust between the users and system managers.

Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) is a set of techniques and algorithms that allow two or more untrusted parties to perform some kind of computation over a data set. The basic principle behind this is that the input information is divided into a number of shares, which are transmitted to different computation server. While each share is not enough to recover the initial information, protocols can be designed to perform operations on them; at the end, the result is collectively calculated by the computation servers, while no one of them has enough information on its own to recover any input. This allows once the computation is over, to recover the output of that computation, without any additional knowledge on the information provided by the parties. In other words, instead of providing any party with the full dataset (and thus creating a security issue to be managed) or denying the access to it (effectively blocking any possibility of using the data), the data owners could allow third parties to run computations on encrypted information, without real access to the full dataset. Secure computation has hitherto been used to solve several real-world problems, from secure sealed-bid auction [10], elections with an electronic voting scheme [21], benchmarking [6], up to defense applications in military operations [17].

Several kinds of research on slot allocation has been conducted focusing on marked based methods. A sealed-bid combinatorial action procedure is developed in [18]. Two different market mechanisms are defined: primary market and secondary market. Since primary market allocation does not make provision for slot demand dependence, the secondary market allows the airlines to exchange the slots taken from the primary market. In [8], three different market-based methods are suggested that are congestion pricing, auctions and secondary trading. However, real flight data and airport capacities are not utilized in the design processes of mechanisms in [8] and [18].

Another methodology, which is seen in [4] and [7], focuses on optimization based or algorithmic approaches. In [7], a slot allocation model is generated by considering the structure of the air traffic network as a mathematical programming problem, so interdependence of the slots at different airports is also considered. By using this methodology, allocation with
grandfather rights are compared with free allocation, and it is suggested that it is possible to remove grandfather rights without significantly penalizing airlines. Before [7], similar methodology is used in [4] where an integer programming model for large-scale instances of the air traffic flow management problem is presented. Further, a network-based air traffic model is developed in [11]. The values of landing slots at airports are estimated using this model. Furthermore, mathematical programnings for recovery problem is also introduced. An algorithm integrated with constraint programming optimization paradigm is presented in [2] to reschedule the flight plan using delays and swaps. In [1], several different meta-heuristic such as hill-climbing, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithm are used to solve the recovery problem.

In this work, we have structured a conceptual secure airport slot trading mechanism utilizing Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC). Such mechanism enables to stakeholders secure their sensitive commercial information, e.g. how much they are willing to pay. SMC based trading system does their calculations in several steps to protect essential part of the data coming from the participants. Considering the needs of a secure trading system, we have also developed a web-based slot trading portal enabling participants to see the open auctions and put their bids. In order to conceptually demonstrate the feasibility of such trade system, we have structured a hypothetic market and market interest models through the historical data analysis. We have also performed analyses by the means of computational effort assessing of SMC-based slot trading for the realistic operational environment. The results of these analyses are provided and discussed in details.

The paper is organized as follows: first, a brief explanation for Secure Multi-Party Computation is given in Section II. Then, slot market structure is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents data provisions, market interest models and example simulations for different market scenarios. Section V provides computational effort analysis for the SMC-based slot trade mechanism. Finally, Section VI presents conclusions and remarks.

II. BRIEF SECURE MULTI-PARTY COMPUTATION

In the last decade, the increasingly use of cooperative computation, as well as the new ways of decentralized and distributed computing, i.e. peer to peer networks and cloud computing, has fostered the need of such technology, in order to solve problems in which many parties need to provide inputs for a computation, however, no mutual trust can be ensured. Some examples include secure decentralized elections [19], [9], secure auctions [3], secure benchmarking or retrieval of private information, e.g. biomedical records [14].

The evolution of cryptographic needs, from simple data security to identity verification, reached its last step in recent years, as some applications required combining data security with the possibility of executing calculations upon them. One example of such problem is the so-called Yao’s Millionaires’ problem [22]. Suppose two millionaires, Alice and Bob, who are interested in knowing which one of them is richer without revealing their actual wealth. More generally, this is equivalent to a problem of evaluating the inequality \( a \geq b \) for two numbers \( a \) and \( b \), without revealing their actual values. To better introduce the reader to this research field, we propose a very simple SMC algorithm as an initial example, depicted in Fig. 1. Consider three people, e.g. Alice, Bob and Charlie, each holding a secret number (say \( x_a \), \( x_b \) and \( x_c \)). Due to confidentiality reasons, they cannot share these numbers with the other parties; nevertheless, they need to calculate their sum, that is \( x = x_a + x_b + x_c \). The solution to this problem is the following. Firstly, Alice chooses a random number \( r \) and privately sends \( r + x_a \) to Bob. Afterwards, Bob adds his secret number and privately sends \( r + x_a + x_b \) to Charlie. Finally, Charlie does the same with his personal number and sends \( r + x_a + x_b + x_c \) back to Alice. At the end of this process, Alice can recall the random number \( r \), subtract it from the received value \( r + x_a + x_b + x_c \), and announce the result. Notice how none of them learns the input of the other parties: for instance, Alice’s random number \( r \) prevents Bob from knowing her private number.

![Fig. 1: Example of the secure calculation of a sum.](image)

Different approaches, or primitives, have been used to implement SMC protocols for different applications. Independently on the problem to be solved, e.g. ranking, auction or set intersection problems, the protocol has to be constructed by means of a combination of these primitives, being therefore the building blocks of any SMC solution. The four combinations that have by and large been used in real-world applications are Secret Sharing [20], [5], Oblivious Transfers [19], Garbled Circuits and Homomorphic Encryption [13].

As its name suggests, Secret Sharing is a set of techniques aimed at distributing a secret, i.e. private information that should be concealed, among a group of participants, each one of them receiving just one piece of the secret. The secret can then be reconstructed only when a sufficient number of participants work collaboratively, as individual shares are of no use on their own.

The following section gives the slot market structures envisioned for the simulations.

III. SLOT MARKET STRUCTURE

Considering the slot market structure, it is supposed that all the participants in a slot trade auction are considered semi-honest parties (honest but curious) such that the participants surely follow the required protocol, and send well-formed messages, thus not affecting the outcome of the computation.
However, they might try to understand the market and learn the private information by examining all the data they can get.

Fig. 2: Market structure through primary, secondary, strategic and tactical (operational) slot trading

In our demonstration, it is envisioned that the market structure involves different scenarios with different time-scales (i.e. in strategic and operational) and different type of markets (i.e. primary and secondary markets). Slots (i.e. airport slots), as a commodity, may be sold by airports, or by an airline owning them (due to the historical rights or previous trades). Moreover, slots may be sold for a whole time-window (e.g. season, months or days), corresponding to long-term and pre-planned auctions (strategic transactions), or just for one single operation in the case of dynamical landing queues (operational transactions). To provide a potential market prototype for the market structure, the following scenarios have been taken into account:

- Airlines try to buy slots or slot packages from the primary market, i.e. from airports.
- Airlines try to buy slots or slot packages from secondary market, i.e. from other airlines.
- An airline tries to buy a specialized priority approach from an airport.

To sum up, three scenarios are considered that they are using similar secure multi-party computation. Each scenario needs secure auction as the sensitive information sharing is essential. The Figure 2 demonstrates the timeline for the whole market.

Trade process, which requires secure information sharing and secure computation, begins when at least one auction is present in the market. An airport (i.e. scenarios 1 and 3) or an airline (i.e. scenario 2) willing to sell empty slots sends a request to the referee. The referee determines the start and end times of the auction, evaluates the applications of the sellers and creates an auction in the market. When an auction starts, participants send their bids by using the “Slot Trading Portal”.

Three different outcomes may occur at the end of an auction. In the first outcome, no buyer fulfills the minimum asked price, as set by the seller, hence, there is no winner, and the relevant information is sent to all participants. If there is enough time left by the end of the auction, the seller may decide to put the slot in the market again and may also regulate its minimum selling price. Then a new auction begins, as the slot is available in the market again. In the second outcome, there are at least two potential winners with the same highest price exceeding the minimum selling price of the seller. In this case, the referee informs the participants and accepts new offers in the second round only from the matching bidders of the previous round. In the third outcome, there is only one winner that bids higher both than the other bidders and than the minimum selling price. Then the slot schedule of the airport for a given time window is updated with the new outcomes, and all stakeholders are conveniently informed.

Following section explains data set, market interest models and example simulation runs for each scenario.

IV. DATA PROVISION AND SIMULATIONS FOR SLOT TRADING

The general architecture for the simulations for slot trading is composed of the Market Generation and Market Interest Generation. Figure 3 depicts this process cycle for the slot trade simulations.

Let $\mu_a$ be an arrival service capacity, and $\mu_d$ be a departure service capacity of an airport per hour. Let $\lambda_a$ and $\lambda_d$ denote the arrival demand and departure demand respectively. It is obvious that, whenever demand exceeds the service rate, such that $\lambda_a > \mu_a$ and $\lambda_d > \mu_d$, it generates a delay in the arrival and departure queues respectively.
At this point, a formal definition for the airport slot can be given as a right granted by an airport allowing the slot holder to schedule a landing or departure during a specific time period [12]. Throughout of this paper, we have accepted 15 minutes time windows as a single slot time for both departure and arrival in our calculations and simulations. Hence, the arrival and departure service rates per slot (i.e. per 15 minutes) for an airport will be $\sigma_a = \mu_a/4$ and $\sigma_d = \mu_d/4$ respectively, while demands will be $\lambda_a/4$ and $\lambda_d/4$. It is obvious that an airport can sell a departure slot $\sigma_d$ times, and an arrival slot $\sigma_a$ times, such that one airline might be interested in having it more than one times only for its different flights. The minimum price for a single slot mainly depends on the airport and slot time such that the price for the peak hours or midnight might be higher than the others. In that simulation model, non-flat rate implementation for the pricing depends on peak hours has been chosen.

The SAM algorithm initiates the Scenario 1 with an initial demand of the airlines, and Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 follows the timeline. Slot Interest Decision Model (SID) is an algorithm that generates a particular demand in the market for each scenario, including randomness, to initiate the simulation. Such demand is independent of the problem, and the demand profile can arbitrarily be placed without considering bottom layers of the simulation. Following subsections give descriptions for the different market scenarios.

A. Simulation Process for Scenario 1

Scenario 1 focuses on the initial slot trade such that the airports sell their slots to the airlines. In that case, an airline might want to begin operating a new route, and to assure that it gets two slots, in the departure and the arrival airport respectively.

The price for a single slot mainly depends on the airport and the slot time. For instance, the price for the peak hours or midnight might be higher than the others. In the simulation model, a non-flat rate implementation for the pricing that depends on peak hours has been chosen. Figure 4 demonstrates the entire simulation model of the Scenario 1 where red frames indicate the seller (i.e. airports) and the other frames are buyers in the scenario.

![Fig. 4: Simulation process for Scenario 1](Image)

Scenario 1 begins with the Slot Demand Allocation Algorithm (SAM). SAM is a data-driven algorithm that utilizes historical flight data and airport capacity declaration data (from DDR2 data repository of EUROCONTROL). Specifically, the algorithm collects the flight history for scheduled flights for each airline and normalize their departure and arrival times to find their slot usage trend. These trends are evaluated from the real data that provides the scheduled arrival and departure time for each scheduled (periodically flying) flight. The algorithm also processes the capacity declarations to assess a service rate (capacity) of an airport for the each slot. It is seen that the capacity declarations are not always complete or reflects actual service capacities for each airport. Therefore, the algorithm also performs statistical parameter extraction to find the actual service rates from the real flight data. Once the service rates per slot (for both arrival and departure) are computed, the slot allocation is executed using first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis. The slot is assigned to actual of block time (AOBT) and actual in-block time (AIBT) of each flight for departure and arrival respectively.

![Fig. 5: Random slot demand selection of SID in Scenario 1 based on initial slot allocation](Image)

SAM Algorithm ensures that a slot is assigned for each flight of the airline depending on the airport capacity. Market competition begins when at least two airlines wish to get the same slot exceeding its capacity. The airlines typically compete at the peak hours mostly preferred by the passengers. As the SAM algorithm hypothetically allocates the best slots for each flight, it also eliminates the competition factor. To bring competition, which is natural in trade, a random factor to slot demand is added through Slot Interest Decision Maker (SID). Figure 5 demonstrates a hypothetic interest of an airline willing to bid. Specifically, the airline hypothetically may be interested in to compete for the previous two slots (early actions) or the next slot (late actions) of its initial guess. This approach is an arbitrary that one can come up with completely different policy. In this scenario, the SID algorithm chooses an interest profile in a probabilistic manner, which their likelihoods for four slots is equal. This pure randomness, which moves demand randomly to the nearby slots, readily generates the need for auctions.

Once the slot trade begins, the SMC Engine collects all the offers through the Slot Trade Portal (seen in Figure 6 and 7). Only a single auction is performed and the time window is closed. The secure computation starts after the auction is closed. Finally, the result (including the winning price as well as the winner) is disclosed to all participants. If the result is a tie between two or more participants, the referee provides a notification to the participants and creates a new secure auction between them. If the minimum price that the seller asks for has not been reached, participants have informed accordingly.

At each iteration of the slot trading process, both the seller and the buyer should put their price values in common, respectively the minimum price the seller would accept and the maximum price the buyer is willing to pay. According
to the main SMC objective, at the end of the computation, such information will not be available to any party, as each participant will only know his/her own input and the final result (win or not).

Fig. 6: Slot trade web portal prepared for the simulations – referee’s auction list page

Example auction:
An example secure auction is given through the log file of the SMC Engine. The auction (for slot 43) is initiated by the seller airport LTBA. The minimum price set by LTBA is 32806. Throughout this paper, we have removed the units from the slot prices. Airlines DLH, THY and BAW joins the auction and offers randomly generated prices. As seen in the logs, BAW offers the highest price for the first location, which also exceeds the minimum slot price of the airport; hence, the location is allocated to BAW. This process is repeated for each location in the slot, thus making the number of auctions held for each slot equal to its number of locations. THY and DLH continue the auction for the second location and THY wins the auction. For the third location, THY continues to make offers. Based on the degree of interest in the slot, an airline might want to allocate more than one location for that particular slot. In this situation, the airline continues to make offers after acquiring a location in the slot. The process is repeated until all locations in the slot are allocated.

Referee created auction for slot-43 flight-0
Seller LTBA price: 32806. Seller sent price to slot-43 flight-0
DLH price: 31524. Participant sent price for DLH1299 to slot-43 flight-0
THY price: 32008. Participant sent price for THYE9K to slot-43 flight-0
BAW price: 36648. Participant sent price for BAW679 to slot-43 flight-0
Referee closed auction for slot-43 flight-0
Waiting for result...
Winner BAW-BAW679 for slot-43 flight-0
...

Referee created auction for slot-43 flight-1
Seller LTBA price: 32806. Seller sent price to slot-43 flight-1
DLH price: 35908. Participant sent price for DLH1299 to slot-43 flight-1
THY price: 36977. Participant sent price for THYE9K to slot-43 flight-1
Referee closed auction for slot-43 flight-1
Waiting for result...
Winner THY-THYE9K for slot-43 flight-1
...

Referee created auction for slot-43 flight-2
Seller LTBA price: 32806. Seller sent price to slot-43 flight-2
DLH price: 35020. Participant sent price for DLH1299 to slot-43 flight-2
THY price: 34830. Participant sent price for THYB3M to slot-43 flight-2
Referee closed auction for slot-43 flight-2
Waiting for result...
Winner DLH-DLH1299 for slot-43 flight-2
...

Referee created auction for slot-43 flight-3
Seller LTBA price: 32806. Seller sent price to slot-43 flight-3
THY price: 35827. Participant sent price for THYB3M to slot-43 flight-3
Referee closed auction for slot-43 flight-3
Waiting for result...
Winner THY-THYB3M for slot-43 flight-3
...

B. Simulation Process for Scenario 2

In scenario 2, we have focused on the secondary and strategic market in which airlines trade their slot between them. This scenario allows airlines to benefit from their unused slots and creates an alternative business for them. For simulation purposes, this scenario immediately follows and uses the results of Scenario 1. Figure 8 depicts the simulation model of the Scenario 2 where red frames indicate the seller (i.e. airlines) and the other frames are buyers in the scenario.

Fig. 8: Simulation process for Scenario 2

When the Scenario 1 ends, each airline will have hypothetical slots that they can use for their scheduled flights. In that case, the Slot Interest Decision Maker (SID), which builds a
hypothetic market and the traders with their interests, utilizes flight frequencies. The idea behind the conceptual model is that the airlines are interested in selling less frequently used slots of their scheduled flights, and buying the slots that match with their hypothetical interests. Specifically, similar to Scenario 1, an airline is assumed to be interested in two preceding and one succeeding available slots from the slots of their most frequent flights, as depicted in Figure 13, which indicates their hypothetical interests. Flight frequency rates are calculated from the historical flight data (i.e. ALLFT+ from the EUROCONTROL’s DDR2 repository).

**Fig. 9:** Random slot demand selection of SID in Scenario 2 based on most frequently used slots

In this simulation, airlines consider to sell the slots that are used by flights once a week or less; on the other hand, airlines are interested in buying slots that are neighboring of their nearly everyday flights. This is the chosen behavior of the Slot Interest Decision Maker (SID) algorithm, which generates a potential market and buyers.

For this scenario, in the strategic secondary market, purchases and sales are planned for one week to one day in advance, and the decision to buy a slot is guided by mid-term market considerations. Therefore, one SMC Engine is sufficient, as there are no critical restrictions in the computation time. Similar to Scenario 1, daily departure slot schedules of the airlines have been chosen to perform the simulations. In this case, slot pricing for airline slot swapping is very much airline dependent. Each airline can indeed offer price over a pricing range as long as it is consistent with the mean base slot value. Each airline can do pricing scaling up and down on the mean base slot value. For the sake of simplicity, in the simulations for scenario 2, flat rate (i.e. mean pricing) is used, which means that airline put randomly generated values around a mean price, as it does not affect the calculations.

**Example auction:**
An example auction in Scenario 2 is given through the logs of SMC Engine. In this example, BAW tries to sell the location in slot 57 and THY and PGT compete to take this location. As the offered price exceeds the price set by BAW, THY takes this location.

**Referee created auction for slot-57 flight-0**
**Seller BAW price:** 63233. **Seller sent price to slot-57 flight-0**
**THY price:** 58442. Participant sent price for THYW4E to slot-57 flight-0
**PGT price:** 59970. Participant sent price for PGT2815 to slot-57 flight-0
**Referee closed auction for slot-57 flight-0**
**Waiting for result...**
**There is no winner in auction, auction will be opened again...**

**Referee created auction for slot-57 flight-0**
**Seller BAW price:** 63233. **Seller sent price to slot-57 flight-0**
**THY price:** 63590. Participant sent price for THYW4E to slot-57 flight-0
**PGT price:** 61260. Participant sent price for PGT2815 to slot-57 flight-0
**Referee closed auction for slot-57 flight-0**
**Waiting for result...**
**Winner THY-THYW4E**

**C. Simulation Process for Scenario 3**

The third simulation scenario focuses on buying a priority landing slot from an airport during the approach. We suppose that the airport has an additional runway, which is open to trade. This particular runway can be utilized in normal operations; however, bidder customers should have priority utilizing this capacity as needed. Hence, the airport can economically benefit from that runway while airlines might have the opportunity to compensate for the losses associated with delayed flights. For this scenario, Slot Interest Decision Maker (SID), which utilizes ALLFT+ data, assesses the arrival delays for each landing aircraft. If the delay is higher than 30 minutes, the airline interests in buying a priority landing.

**Fig. 10:** Airport priority landing queue with sliding time window for Scenario 3

For this scenario, in the operational (tactical) secondary market, purchases are made 30 minutes before landing, and the decision to buy a priority landing is led by a real-time judgment of the Airline Operation Centers (AOC). The priority-landing queue is an infinite queue as its trade window shifts as time increases, in the other words, operates in an online manner. This decision is mainly governed by the induced delay in the current flight. Therefore, the decision must be assessed in a very short time, such that several SMC Engines might be running at the same time. For this scenario, SMC is used for the trade of priority landing to schedule the landing queue subject to trade. For simplification, flat-rate in pricing policy has been chosen, since it is independent of the calculations.

**Example auction:**
An example auction in scenario 3 is given through the logs of SMC Engine. In this example, an auction for slot 59 and slot 60 in LOWW is opened by the airport. In the simulation of
Scenario 3, the 10% of the capacity of each runway is defined as the dynamical landing queue service capacity, and the minimum price of this slot is set as three times the minimum price of the related slot. The capacity of LOWW is 11; hence, it has one priority landing service capacity in each slot if it is available. The airport starts the auction for slot 59 and 60. The referee sees that the slot 59 is full, and slot 60 has an empty location. For slot 60, AUA and NLY offer prices and NLY wins the auction.

Current Time: 052200
Auctions are opened for p59 & p60

Dynamic landing queue capacity for slot p59 is full
Referee created auction for slot p60 flight-0
Seller LOWW price: 15000. Seller sent price to slot p60 flight-0
AUA price: 10310. Participant sent price for AU728D to slot p60 flight-0
NLY price: 15293. Participant sent price for NLY131E to slot p60 flight-0
Referee closed auction for slot p60 flight-0
Waiting for result...
Winner NLY-NLY131E

V. COMPUTATIONAL COST

One of the mains challenges limiting the applicability of SMC to real-world problems is the large computation cost required to perform even simple analyses. Comparing two numbers using SMC requires multiple computational steps, from dividing the initial data into shares to manipulating them in separate servers. For instance, the computational cost of a protocol based on secret sharing scheme of \( n \) players usually implies the creation of \( n^2 \) shares, representing a cost of operation of \( O(n^2) \). The situation is even more complicated when non-linear operations are included in the mix, like comparisons and multiplications, which greatly increase the computational complexity and the evaluation cost. In order to assess the feasibility of an SMC paradigm, a set of simulations have been run, using the data models. The charts report the results of a set of velocity tests performed on the functional secure servers, as a function of the data input the number of clients (i.e. of participants).

Three distinctive metrics have been defined, as part of the total execution time of each analysis:

- **Computation cost (blue bars):** Time required to create and manipulate the shares.
- **Communication cost (green bars):** Time spent by the SMC servers to transmit information among themselves, as required to perform the secure computation.
- **Communication overhead (yellow bars):** Any other time cost, including the initial setup of the system, authentication of the clients, network discovery, synchronization between servers, etc.

In the following charts, an average of the results for an increasing number of flights per airline (left) and a growing number of participating airlines (right) can be seen for analysis by route.

Fig. 11: Computational time as a function of the number of participant

Considering the results of computational time analysis, one can come up with following results:

- Using more computation servers increases the computation time of the SMC Libraries. This rise is not so large as to be a time-related problem, whereas it presents a clear security advantage: in order to decrypt the Secret Sharing Protocol, a harmful party needs to access all servers at one time.

- In a complete secure system it is important to have complete control over the execution times.

Overall, all secure computations can be executed in acceptable times, even when the number of participants increases beyond what initially estimated. Thus, the obtained results confirm the feasibility of SMC solutions in air transport environment as the total execution times are, in average, under the one-minute bar.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a conceptual secure system for slot trading mechanism utilizing Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) library. Considering the needs of a reporting system, web-based slot trading portal has been developed enabling participants to see the open auctions and put their bids. In the simulation phase, we have utilized historical ALLFT+ data to create a realistic market structure and interests. In the simulations, primary and secondary markets including real-time (priority landing) for slot trade have been simulated through the Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) library. Considering the needs of such trade, a Web-based Simulation Portal has been developed, enabling referee and participants to manage each type of trade operations, such as logging into the system, putting a slot into a market, bidding for slots, etc. Through the batch simulations, we have demonstrated the feasibility of such business for slot trade. In addition to secure information sharing through the SMC tools, structuring highly dynamic market adds benefits to the airlines, allowing to make their operations more flexible according to the current needs. For example, airlines can easily generate profits from their slots, in those cases where it would be unfeasible for operations. To assess the advantage
of this business model, one can run these simulations through the real commercial interests, which is not open to others. Nevertheless, the simulation results show that slot exchange rate could be relatively high even by governing market through the small random factors. Adding realistic business interests of the airlines would add additional dynamism in such slot trade. In such case, the pricing model, that in our simulations only depends on utilization and occupancy, would be highly complex.

Beyond the specific results here discussed, this contribution aimed at highlighting the necessity and feasibility of applying SMC techniques in AT and ATM. Any practitioner in air transport could easily identify a plethora of different scenarios in which private information cannot be shared, and yet some computation should be collaborative performed on it. One of the main challenges limiting the applicability of SMC to real-world problems is the large computation cost required to perform even simple calculations. In this work, we have demonstrated that even with high numbers of participants, all computations here described can be carried out in less than one minute, well below the time constraints set by a slot trading problem.

While the use of SMC in air transport seems promising, there are still some issues and open problems that have to be tackled in future research activities. Two of them are of special relevance in the context here described. The first one is the kind of attackers the system is able to handle. The work described in this contribution is based on the assumption that parties are honest but curious: they will honestly collaborate in the computation, sending real data, but will try to deduce other parties inputs if the possibility arises. A different scenario may involve the presence of malicious parties, i.e. parties that actively try to break the system by any mean at their disposal. While algorithms and protocols are available to handle such situations, their computational cost is usually extremely high [15], [23]. The second problem is the integration of such computation paradigm into existing air traffic concepts, the most notable being SWIM [16]. Future research work should be devoted to understanding how both concepts could be integrated, thus effectively transforming SWIM into a platform to perform secure computations.
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